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1. Introduction 

The sugarcane crop is important because of its multiple uses: it is used around the world "in 
natura" for forage for animal feed or as raw material for the manufacture of brown sugar, 
molasses, alcoholic beverages, sugar and ethanol. Processing its waste also has great 
economic importance, especially for vinasse, which is transformed into organic fertilizer, 
and for bagasse, which is transformed into fuel. Sugarcane is grown mainly in tropical and 
subtropical climates across a wide region, between the 35° north and south latitudes from 
the equator. The ideal climate has two distinct seasons: the first is hot and humid to facilitate 
budding, tillering and plant growth and the second is cold and dry to promote maturation 
and the consequent accumulation of sucrose in stems. 

Distinct from the plants grown at the beginning of commercial exploitation, there are now 
genetically improved varieties of sugarcane that have low levels of fiber and high 
concentrations of sugar, which are both responsible for high productivity. However, despite 
the diversity of genetic material available, the sugarcane industry still faces problems with 
the precocity of raw material, and it is not capable of meeting industry demand at the 
beginning of the season as is it during the middle of the season to produce the same amount 
of material required for processing. Another problem that has not been fully resolved for 
industrialization is flowering. 

The process of flowering, an important aspect in the production of sugarcane, involves 
morpho-physiological alterations of the plant, which are considered highly undesirable 
features when accompanied by an intense pith process (the process of juice loss in the 
parenchyma cells of the stalk) and may modify the quality of the raw material from a 
technological point of view. Substantial losses in the productivity of stems and sugar are 
attributed to flowering during the season. The pith process in the stem begins with 
blooming, causing dehydration of the tissue and a consequent loss of weight in the stem; 
thus, it becomes very important to quantify the degree of pith processing and the possible 
modifications in the quality of the raw material to properly design the area to be planted for 
each variety and to determine the time periods most favorable for their industrialization. 
However, depending on the variety and environmental conditions to which it is subjected, 
the intensity of the process is variable, as is the intensity of the problems arising from these 
phenomena. 
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A gradual drop in temperature and reduced rainfall are crucial for the natural ripening of 
sugarcane. However, in many years during the ripening period, these conditions do not 
occur simultaneously or completely. In such situations, the use of ripeners and flowering 
inhibitors in the sugarcane crop is designed to increase productivity and to anticipate the 
harvest, thus allowing essential crop management in a modern production system. 

Ripeners, defined as plant growth regulators, act by altering the morphology and 
physiology of the plant, which can lead to quantitative and qualitative changes in 
production. They may act by promoting a reduction in plant growth and enabling increases 
in sucrose content, early ripening and increased productivity, and they may also act on 
enzymes (invertases), which catalyze the accumulation of sucrose in the stalks. The use of 
ripeners in the sugarcane production system has provided greater flexibility in managing 
the harvest and is highly relevant for harvest planning. Additionally, ripeners promote the 
industrialization of a better quality of raw material. However, the feasibility of utilization 
depends on a number of factors, including climatic, technical and economic variables; 
feasibility especially depends on the additional responses that each variety may provide to 
this cultivation practice. 

The number of studies involving flowering and ripeners has increased. Doses and products 
have been tested to achieve greater sugar productivity without causing damage to the plant 
or decreases in the agricultural productivity of the current year and subsequent ratoons. 

The main chemicals used as ripeners include ethephon, glyphosate, trinexapac-ethyl, 
sulfometuron-methyl, fluazifop-p-butyl and others, such as maleic hydrazide, paraquat and 
imazapyr. 

This chapter describes the alterations that occur in sugarcane during the process of sucrose 
accumulation and flowering and provides information on crop management options with 
the application of ripeners and chemical flowering inhibitors when climate conditions are 
not suitable for natural ripening. 

2. Sugarcane ripening 

The ripening of sugarcane is a characteristic of the plant that can be stimulated by 
environmental and management factors. 

Fernandes (1982) defined sugarcane ripening as a physiological process that involves the 
synthesis of sugars in the leaves, translocation of the products formed and storage of sucrose 
in the stalk. According to Castro (1999), ripening is one of the most important aspects for 
sugarcane production; in the process of sucrose accumulation, which depends on energy, 
varietal characteristics are fundamental. 

According to Deuber (1988), the ripening of sugarcane may be considered from three 
different points of view: botanical, physiological and economic. Botanically, sugarcane is 
ripe after the production of flowers and formation of seeds, which may give rise to new 
plants. Taking into account vegetative reproduction, which is the manner used by the 
productive sector, plants may be considered ripe much earlier in the cycle when the buds 
are ready and able to give rise to new plants. Physiologically, ripening is reached when the 
stems reach their potential sucrose storage, i.e., the point of maximum possible sucrose 
accumulation. In this cycle, the sugarcane reaches full botanical maturity before reaching 
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physiological maturity. This means that although the seeds may already be falling in 
panicles, the accumulation of sucrose still continues for a period of generally one to two 
months. Economically, from the perspective of agronomic practice, sugarcane is considered 
mature or able to be industrialized from the moment it possesses the minimum sucrose 
content (pol), which is greater than 13% of the stalk weight. 

For example, in the southeastern region of Brazil, which is considered to be the largest 
producer of sugarcane in the world, the culture’s ripening process occurs naturally from the 
beginning of May and reaches its climax in October. The region’s climatic conditions, which 
include a gradual drop in temperature and a decrease in precipitation until it is completely 
dry in the middle of the year, are decisive in the maturation process. 

During ripening, sugarcane stores sucrose starting from the bottom and then in the top of 
the stalk. Therefore, at the beginning of the season, the lower third of the stalk has a higher 
sucrose content than the middle third, which has a higher content than the upper third. As 
ripening progresses, the sucrose content tends to equalize in the different parts of the stalk. 

The increase in sucrose accumulation in the internodes of the already developed stalks is 
strongly influenced by environmental conditions that are unfavorable for plant growth and 
development. In this stage, 11 to 20 months after planting (depending on time of installation 
of the cane field, the period of ripening for the variety used and the country where it is 
being produced), there is full ripening of the sugarcane, which is observed when the harvest 
is properly monitored by specific technological analyses. 

Varieties are classified as a function of whether they ripen in the early, mid or late stages; in 
other words, varieties are classed by when they reach the sucrose content suitable for 
industrial uses (i.e., at the beginning, middle or end of the season) without accounting for 
establishing the period of maximum sucrose content. 

Worldwide, sugarcane generally has only one planting season; however, in Brazil, there are 
two distinct seasons for sugarcane planting. One-and-half-year planting, or sugarcane in 18 
months, which is planted from January to early April, has a limited growth rate (zero or 
even negative), depending on the weather conditions from May to September. The phase of 
higher crop development takes place mainly from October to April, if there are good rainfall 
conditions, with peak growth from December to March. This is the planting period 
preferred by farmers. However, sugarcane planted in one-year cycle is usually planted from 
September to October, with its maximum development occurring between the months of 
November through March, which decreases after these months due to adverse weather 
conditions. The possibility of harvest begins in July, depending on the variety. This planting 
method is used for areas that are planned for the end of the harvest season. 

The sugarcane ripening process has been studied in several countries. Given its relationship 
with agronomic experimentation, routine assessment of the stage of ripening and the cost of 
sugarcane based on sucrose content, it is of fundamental importance to understand the 
attributes in the juice and stalk, such as Brix, pol, juice purity, sugar cane fiber and reducing 
sugars, and the total recoverable sugars during plant development, (Caputo, 2006). 

2.1 Mechanism of sucrose accumulation in sugarcane stalks 

Sugarcane has the capacity to maximally use the available sunlight for photosynthesis. Each 
internode produces a new leaf in approximately ten days, and older leaves senesce, leaving 
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a constant number of eight to nine leaves per stem. The majority of incident light is 
intercepted by the six most apical leaves (Alexander, 1973). 

According to Legendre (1975), rapid fluctuations in temperature have little effect on the 

photosynthetic process, within the limits of 8-34 ºC. Temperatures of 17-18 °C appear to be 

particularly favorable for the partition of photosynthates into the interior sugar reserves and 

the accumulation of high levels of sucrose. 

However, according to Castro (2002), low temperatures lead to a rapid decline in 

photosynthetic efficiency, and high levels of sugar are not retained; the low temperatures 

affect the development of the stalk, sugar transport and storage, leading to accumulation of 

sucrose in the leaves. There is an interactive effect between sunlight, temperature and 

different varieties of sugarcane in response to the maturation process; however, with respect 

to rainfall, there is apparently no association with the referred process. 

According to Moore (1995), the synthesis of sucrose that occurs in the cytosol and the 

synthesis of starch that occurs in the chloroplast are competitive processes that are 

established in sugarcane leaves. The metabolic pathways of sucrose and starch synthesis 

have several phases in common that involve certain enzymes, but these enzymes have 

isozymes that have different properties and are unique to an appropriate cellular 

compartment. The excess of triose phosphate can be used both for the synthesis of sucrose in 

the cytosol and for the synthesis of starch in the chloroplast, and the conditions that 

promote one inhibit the other. 

According to Lingle (1999), sucrose, the end product of photosynthesis, passes through the 

phloem before being deposited in the vacuole and finally undergoes changes within storage 

cells. The inversion of sucrose, interconversion and phosphorylation of glucose and fructose, 

synthesis of sucrose phosphate and active accumulation through the tonoplast constitute the 

storage process. This process is characterized by the movement of sucrose against a 

concentration gradient. Through the inversion of fructose and glucose, sucrose can leave the 

vacuole once again. 

Independent of the maturity of tissues, the mechanism of active sucrose accumulation 

appears to be the same, but there are differences between these tissues (mature and 

immature) with respect to the accumulation of sucrose due to the concentration of invertase 

and the need for growth. The immature storage tissues are characterized by cell expansion. 

The sucrose accumulated in these tissues is rapidly hydrolyzed by acid vacuolar invertase, 

and the hexoses produced move freely to the cytoplasm to be used in the growth process. As 

a part of the cycle, the hexoses may also be stored again. 

In mature stem tissues, where growth processes are near completion, there is a decline in the 
concentration of acid vacuolar invertase, and neutral invertase then becomes predominant 
(the enzyme is apparently situated in the cytoplasm). This enzyme, together with cell wall 
acid invertase, governs the active accumulation of sucrose in the vacuole. Later, in more 
mature tissues that exhibit sucrose levels of approximately 15 to 20%, sucrose is stored in the 
intercellular spaces. Thus, sucrose plays an important role in the movement of sugars, 
depending on the physiological condition of plants, as conditioned by the environment; this 
may result in passive diffusion between the intercellular space and the vacuole by 
translocation to areas of intense sugar metabolism. 
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The synthesis of sucrose promotes the enrichment of stalk internodes, while the synthesis of 
starch reveals the immaturity of the sugarcane plant. Young plants and the apical region of 
the stalk are rich in starch, as are plants that have lost apical dominance due to the effect of 
the application of chemical products, improper management or unfavorable environmental 
factors. 

In the elongation phase, assimilates are employed in the construction of the structure of 
internodes. Thus, the loss rate of assimilates is greater than the utilization rate because 
glucose, fructose and sucrose begin to be accumulated during this phase. Acid invertase and 
sucrose synthase reach their maximum activities in this process, demonstrating their 
association with this phase. Water content is negatively correlated with the activity of 
sucrose phosphate synthase, and the latter is positively correlated with sucrose content 
(Lingle, 1999). 

2.2 The role of enzymes in ripening


